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This article applies differentapproachesto distinguishstate dependencefrom unobservedheterogeneity
and serial correlationand, hence, test for state dependencein consumer brandchoices. First, we apply
a simple method proposed by Chamberlain,which involves lagged exogenous variablesonly. Second,
we also estimate a lagged-dependent-variablespecification proposed by Wooldridge. Third, we use
the estimation approach suggested by Wooldridge to estimate a model with both lagged dependent
and exogenous variables to distinguish between the two different sources of choice dynamics, state
dependence and lagged effects of the exogenous variables.Our analysis reveals that the best approach
is to use models with both lagged dependent and exogenous variables. Our findings include strong
evidence for state dependencein five out of the six productcategories studied in this article.
KEY WORDS: Consumerchoice; State dependence;Unobservedheterogeneity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consumer choice behavior may exhibit dynamics for two
distinct reasons. First, there may be state dependence in
choice behavior; that is, choices made in previous periods
may causally affect a consumer's current choices. Thus, as
a consequence of experiencing an event, preferencesor constraintsrelevant to future choices may be altered; therefore,
individualswho have experiencedan event in the past may be
more likely to experience that event in the future. This type
of temporaldependencyin choice is referredto as "true"state
dependence(Heckman 1981).
Second, there may be dynamic responses to exogenous
variables. In marketing,the stream of literatureon temporal
dependencies in choice due to dynamic responses to exogenous variablesfocused primarilyon referenceprice effects in
brand choice (Winer 1986). Furthermore,advertising carryover effects (Tellis 1988; Pedrick and Zufryden 1991) have
been analyzed as well, albeit to a lesser extent.
The streamof researchthatfocused on state dependence,on
the other hand, has intensively studied the order of the consumer brand-choiceprocess, where a higher than zero-order
Markov process indicates the existence of state dependence.
Although Uncles, Ehrenberg,and Hammond(1995) indicated
that applicationsof the Dirichlet model have provided strong
evidence for zero-orderchoice processes, there still seems to
be a great deal of disagreementon this issue. Indeed, recent
work on state dependence and heterogeneity in the context
of disaggregate panel data of consumer brand choices has
broughtthe discussion about the orderof the choice processes
undernew light.
In particular,marketingresearchershave realizedthe importance of disentanglingheterogeneityand state dependence in
brand-choice models (see Keane 1997 for a review). The
empirical observation that consumers tend to buy the same
subset of brands repeatedly can be explained by either state
dependence or unobservedheterogeneity;that is, individuals
may differ in certainunmeasuredvariablesthat influencetheir
probability of experiencing the event. This is called heterogeneity in unobserved variables (such as preferences, price

sensitivities, etc.). If these unobservedvariablesare correlated
over time and are not properlycontrolled,previousexperience
may appear to be a determinantof future experience solely
because it is a proxy for such temporallypersistentunobservables. Therefore,one needs to account for unobservedheterogeneity and othersourcesof serialcorrelationin unobservables
to be able to make any inferencesabouttrue state dependence.
This article attempts to show that researchers may need
to account for both state dependence and dynamic responses
to exogenous variables to test for the effects of either.
More specifically, this article aims to adopt relatively simple approachesto distinguish between the two main causes
of choice dynamics-namely, state dependence and dynamic
effects of exogenous variables-while controlling for unobserved heterogeneity.
A simple test was suggested by Chamberlain(1978) to distinguish state dependence from heterogeneity and serial correlation. Chamberlainnoted that the key distinction between
heterogeneity and state dependence is dynamic response to
exogenous variables.Chamberlain'stest consists of including
lagged exogenous variables (but not lagged choices) in the
utility specificationwhile allowing for unobservedheterogeneity in the taste and response parameters(Hsiao 1986).
If true state dependence is present, lagged exogenous variables affect currentchoices because they affect lagged choices.
But if true state dependence is not present, lagged exogenous
variables cannot affect current choices. Thus, Chamberlain
arguedthat a test for whetherlagged exogenous variablesare
significantdeterminantsof currentchoices would be a test for
state dependence. Further,he argued that such a test would
have importantadvantagesover tests based on significance of
models.
lagged-dependent-variable
A key point is that estimates of lagged-dependent-variable
models are only consistent if the functional form for serial
correlation-that is, the serial-correlationstructure-in the
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errors is correctly specified. If the serial-correlationstructure
is misspecified, the lagged-dependent-variablesmay be spuriously significant,simply because they help to fit the temporal
dependency in the data better. As Heckman (1981) pointed
out, one will get spurious state dependence if there are random effects but the econometricianfalsely assumes that errors
are serially independent. However, the point is more general. For instance, if the errors are AR(1) (first-orderautoregressive) and the econometricianassumes random effects, it
will also lead to inconsistent estimates of lagged-dependentvariablecoefficients (as will any misspecificationof the serialcorrelationstructure).
The importantvirtueof Chamberlain'stest is that it does not
rely on a correctspecificationof the serial-correlationstructure
in the errorsbecause the model he estimatedto implementthe
test did not include lagged endogenous variables. As is well
known, if the heterogeneityand/or serial-correlationstructure
is misspecified in models that do not contain lagged endogenous variables,it typically only causes inefficiency,not inconsistency of the estimates. Thus, Chamberlainargued that his
proposed test should be reasonablyrobust to misspecification
of the functional form for heterogeneityand/or serial correlation. Note that when Chamberlainargued about "insensitivity
to functionalform" he was not referringto the assumptionof
the distributionof the errorsor the functionalfrom of the relationship between the dependentvariable and exogenous variables. Rather,this termneeds to be interpretedas "insensitivity
to serial-correlationstructure."
We should note, however, that a random-effects implementation of the Chamberlain test cannot be said to be
strictly robust to serial-correlationstructuresince there is no
theoreticalproof that the random-effectsestimatoris robustto
arbitraryserial correlationin errorsin the context of discretechoice models (which are nonlinear models). However, past
empirical evidence on discrete-choice models (with random
effects) has indicatedthat misspecificationof serial-correlation
structurehas fairly minor effects on the estimates of the coefficients for exogenous variables. For example, Keane (1997)
found thatthe estimatesof coefficientsfor exogenous variables
such as price obtained in brand-choicemodels with random
effects and autoregressiveerrorswere not very differentfrom
estimates obtained from random-effects-onlymodels, despite
the fact that the AR(1) coefficient was highly significant.
To give a concrete example of how Chamberlain'stest
works, suppose that the lagged covariatethat is includedin the
model is price. Now furthersuppose that only currentprices
matter in current brand-choice decisions (e.g., there are no
lagged price effects) but that state dependence exists due to
habit persistence-that is, reinforcementof consumer tastes
due to past consumption (Erdem 1996). Given that there is
habit persistence, a consumer is more likely to buy a brand
at the currentpurchaseoccasion if this consumerbought it on
the previous occasion. Although lagged price has no effect on
the currentutility, a low lagged price means that the consumer
is more likely to have bought the brand at the previous purchase occasion. Then, even though lagged price does not have
any effect on the currentpurchase decision, the habit persistence induces a negative correlationbetween lagged price and
the current purchase probability for a brand. Chamberlain's
approachentails testing for such a correlation.
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There are three drawbacksof the Chamberlaintest. First,
the test cannot be used to make further distinctions with
regard to different forms of state dependence, heterogeneity, and serial correlation.Second, Chamberlain'stest depends
on the assumption of individual effects being uncorrelated
with the covariates if a random-effectsspecification is used
to implement the test (or else that any such correlation be
correctly modeled). Third, Chamberlain'stest as a "test of
state dependence"requiresat least one exogenous variablethat
would not have a lag structurein the absence of state dependence (Chamberlain 1978; Wooldridge 1998). If dynamic
responses to any exogenous variable cannot be ruled out,
Chamberlain'stest becomes only a test of choice dynamics
(i.e., temporal dependencies in the deterministicpart of utility). This is because the test does not differentiatebetween
state dependence and lagged responses to exogenous variables. For example, if price is the exogenous variable in the
context of a multinomial logit or probit model estimated on
household-level scanner panel data and if the lagged price
coefficient is found to be statistically significant, we do not
know whetherchoice dynamics occur due to true state dependence or dynamic price effects (e.g., referenceprice effects).
In this specific example, we can only conclude that there are
temporaldependencies in the deterministicpart of utility and
hence in choices; however, if the lagged effects are insignificant, then we can rule out state dependence.
However, importantcriticisms hold for the use of laggeddependent-variablemodels to account and test for state dependence as well. First,as arguedin the literature,the test for state
model may
dependenceinvolving a lagged-dependent-variable
be sensitive to the specification of unobservedheterogeneity
and serial correlation,as well as the functional form of state
dependence (Keane 1997). However, even more importantly,
the existence of significant dynamic responses to exogenous
variables may be problematic for tests of state dependence
involving models with only lagged dependent variables and
no lagged exogenous variables.More specifically, if there are
true dynamic responses to exogenous variablesthat are omitted from the model, the lagged dependent variable may be
spuriously significant simply because it is correlatedwith the
omittedlagged exogenous variables.This issue has never been
acknowledgedbefore in the marketingliterature.
This article's objectives are twofold. The first objective is
to describe in more detail the test developed by Chamberlain
and apply it in the context of brand-choicemodels on scanner panel data. In this context, we also investigate whether
Chamberlain'stest serves as a valid test for state dependence
in the product categories we analyze. More specifically, we
test both whether true dynamic responses to exogenous variables under analysis exist and whether individual effects are
independent of the covariates in the categories we analyze.
The second objective is to explore and discuss the relative
merits of differentapproachesto test for state dependence.We
accomplish these objectives by estimating lagged-exogenousvariablemodels, as well as lagged-dependent-variablemodels
with and without lagged exogenous variables.
We find evidence for choice dynamics in five categoriesnamely, ketchup,peanutbutter,detergent,tissue, and tuna. We
could not reject the null hypothesis of no choice dynamics in
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sugar. Furthermore,the results indicate that true state dependence is present in all five categories where choice dynamics
are found. We do not find any significantsimple lagged price
and display effects in these categories. Hence, Chamberlain's
test seems to function as a test of state dependencein the categories analyzed. Finally, for the first time in the marketing
literature,we test whether individual effects are uncorrelated
with the covariates.We find individual effects to be uncorrelated with the covariatesin all six categories we studied.Most
importantly,we show that a combinationof tests needs to be
used to avoid the shortcomingsof each test as a stand-alone
test of state dependence.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In the
next section, we briefly review the literatureon brand-choice
dynamics. After that, we introduce the models we estimate
to test for choice dynamics and discuss their implicationsfor
research on choice models. Then we present the empirical
results. The last section makes brief concluding remarks.

REVIEW
2. LITERATURE
Since the seminal article by Guadagni and Little (1983),
several researchershave included a Guadagniand Little type
of brand-loyalty variable-that is, a lagged-past-purchases
variable-in the specification of the utility function when
modeling individual-levelbrand choice. Many of these studies, including that of Guadagniand Little, found state dependence (as operationalizedby a brand-loyaltyvariable) to be
statisticallysignificant(e.g., Gupta 1988; Tellis 1988; Pedrick
and Zufryden 1991; Ailawadi, Gedenk, and Neslin 1999).
A related stream of research analyzed the order of the
choice process within the context of Markovmodels. The evidence obtained from these studies is mixed. Givon (1984)
found weak evidence for a specific form of state dependence-namely, variety-seekingbehavior.Bass et al. (1984) reported
that around 70% of the families studied showed zero-order
choice behavior.Kahn, Kalwani, and Morrison(1986), on the
otherhand,found significantstate dependencefor most brands
they analyzed.
However,when researchersrealized that not accountingfor
unobserved heterogeneity may lead to spurious state dependence (Heckman 1981), this accumulated"evidence"on state
dependence was called into question. Indeed, Bass and Wind
(1995) indicated zero-orderconsumer brand-choicebehavior
to be an empirical generalization. However, over the past
few years, several studies incorporatedboth state dependence
and unobservedheterogeneity in the context of choice models (e.g., Gontil and Srinivasan 1993; Roy, Chintagunta,and
Haldar 1996; Keane 1997) and found some evidence for state
dependence.Given this mixed evidence, there still seems to be
controversyabout the existence of state dependencein choice
in the context of frequentlypurchasedproductcategories.

A special case of his frameworkis given in (1), where the continuous random variable y* is a function of exogenous variables and past occurrenceof the event:
Yi*t= 3'xit+ Yiy,t- + Vit.

(1)

Note that yit, is 1 if y* > 0 and it is 0 if yi < 0, where i
denotes the observationand t the time period. The coefficient
y measures the effect of experience of the event one period
ago on current values of y,. The error term vit is assumed
to be independentof x and is independentlyand randomly
distributedover i.
However, such lagged-dependent-variablespecifications as
tests of state dependencemay be sensitive to various assumptions about unobserved heterogeneity and serial correlation.
Hence, Chamberlain(1978) suggested a simple methodto distinguishtrue statedependencefrom spuriousstatedependence.
He noted that, just as with the continuousmodels, a key distinction between state dependence and serial correlation is
whether or not there is a dynamic response to an intervention. If y = 0, a change in x has its full effect immediately,
whereas if y is not equal to 0, this implies a lagged response
to a change in x. The lag structurerelatingy to x is not related
to the serial correlationin v. If x is increasedin period t and
then returnedto its formerlevel, the probabilityof yi,,+ is not
affected if y is equal to 0 because by assumptionthe distribution of vi, was not affected. If y, 0, then the one-periodshift
in x will have an effect in the next period (or lasting effects if
the distributedlag structureinvolves all past events). Thus, an
interventionthat affects the probabilityof y in period t will
continue to affect the probabilityof y in period t + 1.
Thus, a test that should not be very sensitive to the specification of serial correlationand heterogeneity structurewould
simply include lagged x's without lagged y (Chamberlain
1978, p. 23). After conditioning on the individual-specific
effects ai (i.e., after controlling for unobserved heterogeneity), there may be two outcomes. In a choice situation with
two alternatives,if there is no choice dynamics, then
Pr(yi, = 1I xi,, Xi,r-1,.....

ai) = Pr(yit= 1 Ixi,, ai),

(2)

and if there are choice dynamics, then
Pr(yit= 1 Iit, xi,t-1 ..

ai)

Pr(yit= 1 Ixi, ai).

(3)

However, as we discussed in the previous section, if indeed
Chamberlain'stest shows significant coefficients for lagged
variables, the analyst would not know whether this is due to
state dependence or significant dynamic effects of exogenous
variables or both. Thus, for Chamberlain'stest to be a valid
test of state dependence it is necessary that there be at least
one exogenous variablewhose lagged values would not affect
currentchoices in the absence of state dependence.If such a
variableexists, and if we find the coefficientof the lagged term
in Chamberlain'stest to be significant,then we can conclude
that state dependence exists. Similarly, if the coefficients for
3. A SIMPLETEST FOR CHOICE DYNAMICS
the lagged terms are insignificant,then we fail to reject the
3.1 Chamberlain's Test
null hypotheses of no state dependence.
Note that Chamberlain'stest should not be sensitive to the
To analyze the intertemporalrelationshipsamong discrete
variables, Heckman (1981) proposed a general framework. specificationof unobservedheterogeneityand, in general, the
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specificationof the serial correlationstructuresimply because
Chamberlain'stest does not involve a lagged dependentvariable. More specifically, since there is no lagged dependent
variable in the model, the problem of the upwardbias in the
coefficient due to uncapturedunoblagged-dependent-variable
served heterogeneity or serial correlationdoes not arise. For
example, Keane (1997) showed that addingmore complex heterogeneity structuresdecreasedthe magnitudeand significance
of the state-dependencecoefficient. However,even after allowing for very complex heterogeneity structures,he still found
evidence for statisticallysignificant,albeit small in magnitude,
state-dependenceeffects.
Finally, it should be noted that Chamberlain'stest requires
that the individualeffects (ai) be uncorrelatedwith the x's if a
random-effectsmodel is used to implementthe test. However,
if the individualeffects are indeed correlatedwith the x's, then
one needs to use a fixed-effects specification.Nonetheless, in
the context of multinomialchoice (as is the case with brand
choice), it is infeasible to estimatediscretechoice models with
fixed effects. Hence, in the context of brandchoice, one needs
to use a random-effectsmodel to implementthe Chamberlain
test. We should also note that a random-effectsspecification
is very plausible in this context since empiricallyit is implausible for the covariatessuch as lagged price or lagged display
to be correlatedwith individual effects-that is, brand preferences. However, we will be testing this assumption in our
empirical analysis.
A very importantpoint to note also is that the previously
describedimplementationof the test is not robustwith respect
to the specification of serial-correlationstructure.This is so
because, in the random-effectscase, the random-effectsestimator is not proven to be robust to arbitraryserial correlation in the errors. However, as we previously discussed in
Section 1, empiricalevidence (e.g., Keane 1997) suggests that
the parameterestimates obtained from models with random
effects and autoregressive errors versus estimates obtained
from random-effectsmodels only are very similar. Additionally, this insensitivity to the structureof serial correlationin
errorsis only found when lagged dependentvariablesare not
included in the model (Keane 1997). Since Chamberlain's
test involves only lagged exogenous variables and no lagged
endogenous variables, the random-effectsimplementationof
the test is likely to be quite robust to serial-correlationstructure as well.
An alternative test for state dependence would involve
a simple lagged-dependent-variablemodel. To describe his
approach,let us specify the following general structurefor a
problem with two alternatives(Wooldridge 1998):
P(yit

= 1
Yi,t-i . .

=

,
Yio xa

G(xtP f3+pyi, -1

ri)

i)

(4)

We can write the density associated with (4) as the
following:
T

f(Y1Y,
G(xP + p,y,_, + a)'
Y29... YT I yo, X, a; P) = H
t=1
[1 - G(x,+p1y,_1

+a)]'-y'.

(5)

The estimation of (5) poses the challenge of the appropriate treatmentof the initial observation,yo- If Y0 is exogenous
and fixed, one can treat it as an exogenous nonrandominitial condition, but this is problematicsince independence of
Y0 and (xi, •i) is a strong assumption.If yo is random, then
we have the form f (yo,y1 .... YT I x, a) = f(y,,...,
YT I
Yo,x, a)f(yo I x, a). Then, to implement maximum likelihood (ML), we have to specify f(yo I x, a). Unfortunately,
f(yo I x, a) can be intractablycomplex, and its construction
requires modeling the process from its start up to first observation t = 0.
Recently, Wooldridge (1998) suggested a third approach:
Form the joint distributionof (Yil, Yi2...' .9 YiT) given (Yio,xi)
and use conditional ML. To obtain f(y1, Y2 ... YT IYio,
xi),
one needs to postulate a density for ai given (yio, xi), and
then integrate out ai of the joint density f(y1, Y29
YT I
...
Yo, xi, ai). A naturalchoice for a density f(a Ix, YO;K) is a
normal specification,dependingon a vector of parametersK:
ai -

a

i + AYio + xiX,

where ai -

N(O, cr2) and independentof (Yio,xi).

(6)

Thus, if A and X are found to be insignificant, this would
suggest a random-effectsmodel where ai is uncorrelatedwith

Yioandxi.
The main trade-offs between Chamberlain'sapproachand
approaches that involve estimation of lagged-dependentvariable models are the following. Chamberlain'stest should
not be sensitive to the specificationof unobservedheterogeneity and serial correlationbecause it does not involve a laggeddependent-variable.However, it requires a lack of significant
directeffects of at least one exogenous variable,and it requires
a lack of correlation between the covariates and individual
effects. Lagged-dependent-variableapproaches,on the other
hand, requirethe correctspecificationof any serial-correlation
pattern.Furthermore,one may expect that, if there are significant direct effects of lagged exogenous variablesand these are
not capturedin the model, then the lagged-dependent-variable
coefficient may be found significanteven if it there is no true
state dependence.
Therefore, to circumventthe drawbacksof each approach,
it is useful to apply a combination of tests to test for both
state dependence and dynamic responses to exogenous variables under analysis.

where xi, is a vector of explanatory contemporaneousvari- 3.2 Testing for Choice Dynamics in Scanner Panels
and G can be a logit or probit
ables, xi -= (x0, xil,...,xlr),
3.2.1 Chamberlain'sTest: The Specificationof the Utility
function. The test for state dependence is H, : p = 0, after Function. The tests describedin Equations(2) and (3), which
controlling for unobservedheterogeneity,ar.
is the Chamberlaintest, and in Equations (4), (5), and (6),
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which is the Wooldridgetest, involved two alternatives.In this where aij = aj + aij is the household and brand-specific
section, we will specify the index functions such that there are constant, •i, = P + b and Li ="-L + bLi are the price coefmultiple alternatives.We will assume the index function (G) ficients for the current and lagged prices, respectively, and
to be a logit, and hence we will estimate multinomial logit wi = N + wi and oLi = oL + WLiare the display coefficients
for the currentand lagged displays, respectively.We call the
models (McFadden 1974).
The test described in (2) and (3) involves exogenous vari- model based on Equation(7) Model 1.
We assume that aij, bi, bLi, Wi, and WL, are normally disables only. This is indeed one of the reasons that underlie its
q '
on
estimated
models
brand-choice
with means 0 and variances a'J02
In
context
of
tributed
the
' 0, , and 02
//WL'
simplicity.
00,
scannerpanel data, the exogenous variablethat explains most respectively.Finally,we assume thatthe errorterms eijt, which
of the varianceis price. Hence, we include price as an exoge- are deterministicfrom the point of view of the household but
nous variable to test whether lagged price effects have any are unobservableby the analyst, are iid. Thus, we assume that
all serial correlationin unobservablesis capturedby the unobimpact on choice.
to
be
Since there may
prices (refer- served heterogeneityterms (as suggested by Chamberlain,the
dynamic responses
test
Chamberlain's
and
ence price effects)
requires at least tests should not be sensitive to this assumption). Note that
direct
without
one exogenous variable
lagged effects, both the interceptterm and the slope coefficients are allowed
any
additional
as
we also use display and lagged display
exoge- to be heterogeneous.
is
no
there
3.2.2 Wooldridge's Lagged-Dependent-VariableModel:
nous variables. In the case of the displays,
plaunot
The
we
do
sible theory of dynamic responses. Thus,
Utility Specification. In accordancewith (4) and (5), we
expect
state
the latent index for household i, brandj, and at puris
true
define
significant lagged display effects unless there
t to be
occasion
dependence.We will also estimate lagged-dependent-variable chase
be
will
we
models with lagged prices and displays. Thus,
able to show whether lagged values of prices and displays
+ (p + bi)Priceijt
=
affect currentchoices after controlling for the effects of the y*i aij
+ (?o+ wi)Displayijt+ (p + ri)Yij,
r-1 + Eijt. (8)
lagged dependent variable. Note also that, in the context of
brand-choice models, there are a few exogenous variables,
such as display and feature, for which there is no plausi- The individual-specificeffects, aij, are assumedto be normal,
ble economic theory or consumer behavior explanation of conditionalon (Yio,xi), with a linear mean, ai,
any direct lagged exogenous responses. Thus, the requirement of the Chamberlaintest for at least one exogenous vari= aj + aij + (A + li)Yijo
able to have no significantdynamic responses in the absence oiu
of state dependence is easy to fulfil. Finally, we should
+ _Priceij,(q+ei) + >3Displayij,(T + pi), (9)
also note that we assume prices and displays to be exoget=0
t=O
nous, which is the standard assumption in discrete-choice
models estimated on individual (household)-level scanner Yij,t-1 =1 if brand j was purchased at purchase occasion
t - 1, and yij,, I = 0 otherwise. The coefficient for Yij, -1 is
panel data.
=
first purchase
Another issue to be addressed is the number of lags to (p + ri). yijo 1 if brandj was bought on the
=
it
is
0
and
t
at
otherwise,
occasion
(A + li) is
0),
(i.e.,
include in the analysis. To simplify the analysis, we include
and
and
for
the
coefficient
yijo,
Er_0Priceij, ET_0
only the prices and display at the previouspurchaseoccasion,
Displayij,
and
since in the context of scannerpanel data it is highly unlikely represent the price and display dummies for brand j
household
of
a
entire
the
i
over
household
history
purchase
that the first lag is statistically insignificantalthough higher=
occaorder lags are statistically significant. Note that if we find (from t 0 to T, where T denotes the last purchase
calibration
in
the
household
that
for
observed
sion
sample);
the coefficient for the lagged price (or lagged display) to be
and (iT + Pi) are their respective coefficients. Thus,
statistically significant, this would indicate state dependence ("q+ ei)
all
past prices and displays are constrainedto have the same
(under the assumption of insignificanttrue lagged price and
coefficients. Note also that the "price history" and "display
display effects). Then, there is no need to check for further
Displaytij,are houselags. When we did the empirical analysis, in the categories history"variables,ETroPrice,1 and ErT=0
include
vectors
prices and displays
where the lagged terms turnedout to be statisticallyinsignifi- hold specific since these
that
specific household. We call
cant, we included furtherlags such as Priceijt_2 and Priceijt-_3. at the purchaseoccasions of
on
Equations (8) and (9) Model 2. We
However,the coefficients for these variableswere statistically the model based
insignificantas well. Hence, the one-lag structureseems to be assume that ai1,bi, wi, rili, e,, and pi are normally distributed
0 and variances 00, U2, a0, 0 00, 0e, and p,
adequateto test for state dependencein the datasets we used. with means
Thus, for the Chamberlaintest, we specify the latent index respectively.
We should note that making the household brand-specific
of household i for brand j at purchase occasion t, (y•),
coefficient (brand preferences) a function of past price and
to be
display enables the researcher also to test for the viability
of a random-effectsspecificationwhere individualeffects are
yT = (aj + aij) + (p + b,)Priceij,
uncorrelatedwith the covariates(recall thatChamberlain'stest
+ (/ + bi)Pricejt,_-1 + (to + wi)Displayinj
is based on this assumptionif a random-effectsspecification
(7) is used to implementthe test).
+ (to + wLi)Displayij, t_ + Eijt,
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Finally, we use the estimation approach suggested by
Wooldridge (1998) to estimate a model with both lagged
dependent and exogenous variables. We let the latent index
function be
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3.3 Choice Probabilitiesand the LikelihoodFunction

Let 0 denote the vector of model parameters.6 consists
of (aJ, P,
0PL, O,OL, ,2,2aL,
"2 and o• L) in Model 1
given in Equation (7) (i.e., the Chamberlain test specifiand
cation), (a,, , ,p, A, 77, , -2. 02,
, oo) 2
Y*t= aij + (0 + bi)Pricejt,+ (13+ bLi)Priceij,
t-1
in Model 2 given in Equations (8) and (9) (the
"+(w + wi)Displayijt+ (to + WLi)Displayij,
specification suggested by Wooldridge), and finally
_1
(a-, P, L,( , , p,q ,g7,, 792 9 ,
2
2O'7,O2 and
(10)
"+(p + ri)yi,,_, + 8ijt,
of) in the general model specified in Equations (9) and (10)
(Model 3). Model 4 will have the same parameter vector
where the household- and brand-specific coefficient is as
except for -q= i = o=2 02 = 0. Let I also denote the
defined in (9).
vector of all the household-specific random effects. 4i will
The specification in (10) allows us to distinguish between consist of
bi, bLi,wi, WLi)in Model 1 (ai, bi, wi, li, ei, Pi)
the two different sources of choice dynamics, state depen- in Model (ai,
2, (ai, bi, bLi,wi, li, ei, Pi) in Model 3, and (ai, bi,
dence and lagged effects of the exogenous variables (i.e.,
bLi, Wi, WLi,li) in Model 4.
marketingmix effects). We call this Model 3. Finally, since
Further,assume that Eij, in Equations(7), (8), and (10) are
Model 3 may suffer under multicollinearityproblemsbecause extreme value distributed.
Then, rewriting all the models in
ET=0Pricey,andETi=0
Displayij,in Equation(9) can correlate the form, Yijt= Vij + ijt, we obtain McFadden'sconditional
with Price., t-_ and Displayij,,t in Equation(10), we also estilogit formula (1974) for choice probabilities:
mate a model (Model 4) where we set (r + ei) and (rr + Pi)
in Equation (9) to 0 to furthertest for dynamic responses to
exp{fVijt(0, 0i)I
Prij,(6,i)
eiV
--4}(11)
variables.
exogenous
Ek=l exp{(Vikt(, i)})
As discussed previously, if we do not find any significant lagged effects associated with the exogenous variables Then, the probabilityof household i making the sequence of
in Chamberlain'stest (Model 1), we can rule out both state purchasesdenotedby dt, j = 1, ... J and t = 1, ... T, condependence and lagged effects of the exogenous variables ditional on 0 and 4i, is
under analysis. However, if we do find significant lagged
T J
effects, we would not know whether there is indeed state
=
(12)
i)
Pri,(0,
i
Pri,(0, 9) i)dij,.
t=l j=l
dependenceor significantlagged effects of the exogenous variables. Nonetheless, if we find a significant lagged purchase
Integratingover Pi, we obtain
effect in Model 2 (Wooldridge specification), that will be
consistent with state dependence provided that any potential
Pri(0)= Pri(0, i)f(i IOs)d4i,
serial-correlationpatternis sufficientlycaptured.For example,
(13)
we have allowed for random effects, but there may still be
uncapturedserial correlation in the errors that follow some where f(0 i ,Os)is the multinomial probability distribution
autoregressiveprocess. Furthermore,if there are large and sig- function for (Pi, conditional on Os, and Os denotes the subset
nificant dynamic responses to exogenous variables (not mod- of the parametervector that includes oa,
a9 , L 2, and 0-2
oa
eled in Model 2), the state-dependencecoefficient may be
Given (13), the log-likelihood function to be maximized is
simply picking up such effects. Therefore,we need Model 3,
N
which nests both the Chamberlainapproachand Wooldridge's
logL(0) = ln[Pri(0)1,
(14)
approach, to see whether the effects of lagged exogenous
i=I
variables persist after accounting for the effect of the lagged
where N is the number of households. Note that, given the
dependent variable and to test for state dependence. Note
also that the Model 2 and Model 3 results will shed light integration in (13), this function requires the evaluation of
on whether the individual effects are uncorrelatedwith the multiple integrals. We use simulated ML techniques to evaluate these multiple integrals. In the simulation estimation
covariates(x's)
To reiterate, the estimation of Model 1 (Chamberlain approach,one uses Monte Carlo methodsto simulatethe highorder integrals that enter the likelihood function ratherthan
test) and the estimation of lagged-dependent-variablemodels
them numerically (Pakes 1987; McFadden 1989;
evaluating
(Models 2, 3, and 4) enable us to test for both state dependence
Keane
1993,
1994).
and dynamic responses to exogenous variablesunder analysis
and disentangle the two. This is so because to conclude for
state dependencewe need two results, (1) a result from Model
4. EMPIRICALANALYSIS
1 showing a significant coefficient for at least one lagged
4.1 Data
exogenous variableand (2) a result from a lagged-dependentvariable model with lagged exogenous variables (Model 3)
We test for choice dynamics in six frequently purchased
showing an insignificant coefficient for the lagged exoge- packaged consumer productcategories-ketchup, peanut butnous variablethat was found significantin Chamberlain'stest ter, liquid detergent, tissue, tuna, and sugar. The data used
(Model 1).
are household-level scanner panel datasets collected from
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Table1. DescriptiveStatistics
Category

Ketchup

Brandname

Market
share (%)

Heinz
55.9
Hunts
12.5
Store brands* 20.5 (88.9)

Mean Display
price (%) (%)
1.377
.838
1.186

5.5
4.5
2.1

Peanut butter Skippy
Jif
CTL
Peter Pan*

40.5
22.3
17.7
12.5 (93.0)

1.613
1.658
1.488
1.602

5.0
4.8
5.8
2.3

Detergent(liq.) Wisk
Tide
Surf
Era
Solo
Cheer*

20.1
18.2
11.4
8.3
6.0
5.8 (69.8)
32.7
31.4
17.6
7.6
5.8 (95.1)

2.946
3.607
3.153
3.828
3.725
3.260

11.8
10.4
5.3
4.2
3.1
1.6

1.039
1.044
.946
.970
1.044

.9
.8
1.4
1.9
2.1

.684
.622

10.2
12.5

1.590
1.263
1.233
1.167

.5
.4
.4
.3

Tissue

NRTHRM
CHRMN
CTNL
SCOTT
SF*

Tuna(lite)

Starkist
47.6
CKNof Sea* 38.8 (86.4)
42.48
CTL
24.54
EQUAL
American* 10.30
Generic*
7.81 (85.13)

Sugar

*Brandsused for normalization.

the Springfield, Michigan, test market and provided by
A. C. Nielsen. Samples used to estimate the model consist of
randomly drawn samples from panel members who made at
least two purchases over the entire time period. The descriptive statistics associated with the datasets used in the estimation are reportedin Table 1.

4.2 EmpiricalResults
4.2.1 Choice Dynamics. The parameter estimates are
reportedin Tables 2 through7. Model 1 results indicate that
the lagged price coefficient (/3) is statistically significant in
ketchup,peanutbutter,detergent,and tissue. Furthermore,the
coefficient for the lagged display variable(WL) is statistically
significant in the peanut butter and tuna categories. Thus,
Chamberlain'stest suggests that we can rule out both state
dependence and lagged display and price effects in the sugar
category. In the rest of the categories, the Chamberlain'stest
result suggests that there are intertemporaldependencies in
the deterministicpartof utilities, and, hence, choice dynamics
exist.
The Model 2 results suggest that the coefficient for the
last purchase (p) is statistically significant in all categories
except for sugar. Thus, applying Wooldridge's specification,
we can conclude that state dependence exists in five product
categories, provided that the significance of the lagged purchase coefficient is not a reflection of any omitted significant
lagged dynamic responses to exogenous variables or serial
correlation.
Thus, we still need to make sure that we are not getting
spurious state dependence in Model 2, and we need to ask
the question of whetherlagged price and display effects exist

after controlling for state dependence.The significant lagged
price effects in Model 1 may be capturingstate dependenceor
may be indicative of true dynamic responses to price. However, if there are no lagged price or display effects after controlling for lagged purchase effects, we could conclude that
for those categoriesChamberlain'stest is a valid test for state
dependence.
To answer these questions, we need to look at the Model 3
results in conjunction with the Model 1 results. Model 3
results suggest that there are no significantlagged price or display (Pricei,,_, and Displayij,,_,) effects in the five categories
in which Chamberlain'stest found choice dynamics. [However, since there may be multicollinearitypresentin Model 3,
we also estimate anothermodel (Model 4) by setting the coefficientsfor Er0 Price1tand LEr0
Displaytj,= 0, as previously
discussed. We again obtain insignificant lagged responses to
price and display.]
Thus, we obtain insignificant coefficients for the lagged
exogenous variables in Model 3 (as well as in Model 4) and
significantcoefficients of eitheror both of the exogenous variables in Model 1 in five out of six categories studied. These
combined results suggest that in the five categories in which
choice dynamicswere found the source of choice dynamicsis
state dependenceand and there are no simple lagged responses
to prices and displays in these six categories.
4.2.2 Consumer Unobserved Heterogeneity and Heterogeneity Structures. The results from the models are consistent with respect to the existence of significant taste heteroheterogeneity(oj ) in all six
geneity (oq) and price-sensitivitivity
studied.
Display-sensitivityheterogeneityexists in
categories
all the productcategories except for peanutbutterand tuna.
Furthermore,the results associated with all three models
with the lagged-dependent-variable
(Models 2-4) indicatealso
that there is heterogeneityin state dependence in four out of
five categories in which state dependence was found. Tuna is
the only category in which the state-dependencecoefficient
does not show any significantheterogeneity.
Finally, Models 2-4 are illuminating with respect to the
appropriatenessof a random-effects specification in which
the individual effects are independentof the covariates and
the initial purchase.The EZ
TOPricey, and E-toDisplayjt
variables capture all the past prices and displays a household was exposed to for a given brand. Their effect
on choice (rq and ir, respectively) were found to be
insignificant in all categories. This shows that our assumption of the Chamberlain test that the individual effects
are uncorrelated with the covariates cannot be rejected
empirically. Moreover, the initial purchase dummy (Y0o)
is found to be statistically insignificant in all categories
as well.
5.

CONCLUSION

For the first time in the marketingliterature,Chamberlain's
method and Wooldridge's approach to test for state dependence were applied both separately and together in a specification that embeds them both. Using marketingdata to test
whether there is any state dependence in choice behavior in
frequently purchasedproduct categories, we found evidence
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Table2. Ketchup
Model 1

Parameters

Model 2

-2.37 (.60)
3.29 (.54)

2.47 (.25)
1.32 (.29)
1.29 (.19)
.60 (.25)
-2.91 (.52)
2.95 (.68)

Meandisplay coefficient o
Standarddeviationof display coefficiento-

1.73 (.50)
1.35 (.53)

1.87 (.55)
.97 (.41)

Mean lagged price coefficientPL
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficiento-L

-.88 (.40)
1.03 (.73)
.10 (.36)
.40 (.92)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficientoa,,

(Heinz)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta2
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient a,2

(Hunt)

Mean price coefficientp
Standarddeviationof price coefficiento-

2.26 (.26**)
1.12 (.30)
.76 (.20)
.56 (.28)

Model 3

Model 4

2.48 (.28)
1.30 (.29)
1.67 (.29)
.63 (.30)

2.56 (.31)
1.32 (.29)
1.62 (.30)
.65 (.33)
-3.11 (.50)
3.04 (.68)

-3.11 (.51)
3.06 (.70)

Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficiento-

-.06 (.20)
.47 (.39)

1.91 (.56)
.97 (.44)
-.27 (.52)
1.44 (.73)
.06 (.59)
.44 (1.33)
-.22 (.21)
.01 (.76)

Meanaverage price coefficient7/
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento-

-1.43 (1.01)
2.48 (.99)

.75 (1.49)
5.87 (1.53)

-.82 (1.42)
3.42 (1.82)

-1.84 (1.63)
4.18 (1.98)

Mean lagged display coefficient 0L
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficient ,L

Meanaverage display coefficient r
Standarddeviationof average display coefficiento-,

.95 (.15)
.81 (.22)

Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficiento670.98
682.98
713.17

Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC

627.11
641.11
683.35

.85 (.28)
.89 (.22)
583.30
603.30
653.60

1.92 (.57)
.98 (.43)
-.35 (.53)
1.47 (.74)
.07 (.62)
.45 (1.36)
-.19 (.22)
.05 (.73)

.81 (.25)
.86 (.20)
599.47
615.47
655.71

NOTE: Numberof observations= 1,132; numberof households= 166.

Table3. PeanutButter
Model 1

Parameters
Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento-,,
Mean brand-specificcoefficienta2
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient

Mean price coefficientp
Standarddeviationof price coefficientup
Meandisplay coefficientw
Standarddeviationof display coefficiento
Mean lagged price coefficientPL
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficient -LL
Mean lagged display coefficientw.
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficient ,L
Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficienta

1.99 (.13)
1.06 (.14)

2.23 (.27)
1.23 (.12)

2.21 (.26)
1.15 (.16)

(JIF)

.42 (.26)
1.44 (.15)
.65 (.31)
2.06 (.20)

.65 (.12)
1.45 (.17)

.72 (.29)
1.53 (.15)

.79 (.29)
1.55 (.16)

.67 (.38)
1.68 (.19)

.72 (.33)
1.83 (.13)

.77 (.34)
1.78 (.22)

-1.70 (.20)
1.79 (.23)

-1.78 (.22)
1.33 (.24)

-1.70 (.25)
2.05 (.26)

-1.75 (.26)
2.00 (.25)

.78 (.26)
.37 (.60)
.49 (.20)
1.05 (.33)

.83 (.23)
.40 (.56)

.95 (.28)
.41 (.69)
.24 (.27)
1.09 (.36)

.96 (.31)
.43 (.70)
.29 (.25)
1.17 (.41)

-.10 (.07)
.23 (.17)

-.02 (.27)
.24 (.61)
.12 (.10)
.26 (.12)

-.06 (.31)
.26 (.65)
.14 (.12)
.29 (.11)

-.43 (.54)
2.32 (.35)

-.51 (.92)
4.67 (.45)

-1.20 (.88)
.60 (2.47)

-1.38 (1.58)
.80 (2.49)

(CTL)

-.50 (.23)
.57 (.52)

Meanaverage display coefficientI
Standarddeviationof average display coefficiento,

.18 (.06)
.70 (.08)

Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficiento-p

NOTE: Numberof observations= 2,979; numberof households= 273.

Model 4

1.94 (.24)
.54 (.14)

Meanaverage price coefficient /
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento-

Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC

Model 3

(Skippy)

,72

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta3
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficienta,3

Model 2

3,109.21
3,123.21
3,165.42

3,058.82
3,076.82
3,131.09

.15 (.07)
.65 (.09)
3,011.04
3,033.04
3,099.37

.10 (.04)
.67 (.11)
3,028.26
3,046.26
3,100.53
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Table4. LiquidDetergent
Model 1

Parameters

Model2

Model 3

Model4

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento,,

(Wisk)

-.87 (.28)
2.24 (.35)

-.34 (.19)
.70 (.34)

-.37 (.19)
.71 (.34)

-.38 (.17)
.73 (.34)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta2
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient

(Tide)

.24 (.23)
1.76 (.27)

.45 (.19)
.12 (.61)

.50 (.18)
.03 (.70)

.51 (.19)
.05 (.69)

(Surf)

-.65 (.27)
2.03 (.26)
-.60 (.38)
2.81 (.38)
-2.64 (.37)
4.35 (.61)

-.18 (.20)
.88 (.33)
.12 (.25)
.95 (.35)

-.17 (.19)
.80 (.27)

-.17 (.22)
.81 (.26)

.18 (.24)
.85 (.34)
-.77 (.37)
1.54 (.42)

.20 (.23)
.86 (.32)

,a2

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta3
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient

,-3

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta4
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient

7,4

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta5
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient

-,5

(Era)
(Solo)

Meandisplay coefficientw
Standarddeviationof display coefficiento-,

-.85 (.14)
.81 (.25)
.54 (.21)
1.21 (.59)

Mean lagged price coefficient 3L
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficientopL

-.35 (.12)
.40 (.25)

Mean price coefficient/
Standarddeviationof price coefficiento-

Mean lagged display coefficientwL
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficient ,,L
Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficiento-

.73 (.32)
.70 (.67)

.55 (.36)
1.05 (.55)

-.65 (.15)
.69 (.29)
.56 (.37)
1.01 (.46)

-.14 (.13)
.43 (.30)

-.13 (.15)
.50 (.30)

-.31 (.36)
.18 (2.36)
.25 (.28)
.82 (.57)
-.16 (.27)
.63 (.52)
.08 (.77)
1.83 (1.23)
1.64 (.18)
2.18 (.27)

-.33 (.41)
.19 (2.40)

.15 (.27)
.64 (.69)
-.35 (.26)
.78 (.37)
-.25 (.73)
2.75 (.73)
1.67 (.19)
2.34 (.27)

Meanaverage display coefficient7r
Standarddeviationof average display coefficiento-,
Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficient0,
Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC

-.67 (.14)
.68 (.30)

.13 (.31)
.01 (1.14)

Meanaverage price coefficient7
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento-

1,309.50
1,327.50
1,370.73

-.80 (.32)
1.58 (.39)

-.73 (.35)
1.47 (.41)
-.67 (.15)
.65 (.24)

1,246.92
1,268.92
1,321.72

1,221.17
1,247.17
1,309.57

.22 (.31)
.83 (.50)

1.58 (.21)
2.19 (.29)
1,237.34
1,259.34
1,312.14

NOTE: Numberof observations= 901; numberof households= 252.

of nonzero-orderchoice behavior in five out of six categories
studied-ketchup, peanut butter, detergent, tissue, and tuna.
We could not reject the null hypothesisof no state dependence
in sugar. We also find evidence for the appropriatenessof
a random-effectsspecificationfor unobservedconsumer taste
heterogeneity.Specifically, we found the individualeffects to
be uncorrelatedwith the covariates.
Our analysis also confirms the robustness of Chamberlain's test as a state-dependencetest in contexts in which
the exogenous variables under analysis do not display significant simple direct lagged effects. Most importantly,this
researchshows that any test for state dependenceor dynamic
responses to exogenous variables rests on a number of
assumptions:
If Chamberlain'stest is used alone as a test for state dependence, then one needs to assume that the lagged values of at
least one exogenous variabledo not affect the currentchoices.
In the case of brand choice, for example, the assumption of
absence of dynamic responses of displays could be a plausible assumption. Note that such an assumption would be an
economic assumption or an assumption involving consumer
behavior ratherthan a statistical assumption.One needs also
to assume the covariatesto be uncorrelatedwith the individual
effects.

On the other hand, if the Wooldridge type of laggeddependent-variablespecificationis the only test used, then the
assumption is that serial correlation and unobserved heterogeneity are correctlyspecified. Note that such assumptionsare
statistical assumptionsthat may be less desirablethan plausible economic assumptions.Further,one needs to assume that
the lagged-dependent-variable
coefficient is not picking up any
dynamic responses to exogenous variables omitted from the
model.
Most importantly,this research shows the need to use a
combination of tests such as the Chamberlaintest and the
Wooldridge test to circumvent the problems associated with
them as stand-alonetests. This enables the researcherto make
more reliable statementsabout state dependenceand dynamic
responses to exogenous variables.
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Table5. Tissue

Parameters

Model 1

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento-a,
Mean brand-specificcoefficienta2
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient ,,2

(NRTHRM)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta3
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient -,3
Mean brand-specificcoefficienta4
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient -,4

(CTNL)

(CHRMN)

(SCOTT)

Mean price coefficientp
Standarddeviationof price coefficiento-

2.94 (.15)
1.16 (.16)
2.51 (.16)
1.09 (.18)
1.24 (.18)
1.83 (.27)
-.15 (.16)
1.15 (.19)
-10.07 (.21)
4.89 (.76)

Meandisplay coefficientw
Standarddeviationof display coefficiento-,

1.75 (.26)
.99 (.32)
1.07 (.52)
1.50 (.87)
.46 (.35)
.57 (.33)

Mean lagged price coefficient 3L
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficient0oL
Mean lagged display coefficientWL
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficient -,,L
Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficiento-a
Meanaverage price coefficientq7
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento-,
Mean average display coefficient r
Standarddeviationof average display coefficiento-,

Model 2
2.89 (.17)
.45 (.13)
2.64 (.19)
.73 (.18)
1.84 (.24)
.69 (.31)
.16 (.10)
.89 (.14)
-9.88 (.17)
5.92 (.77)
1.94 (.29)
.49 (.22)

1,662.03
1,678.03
1,720.11

Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC

2.49 (.17)
.65 (.16)
2.24 (.18)
.56 (.21)
1.26 (.23)
1.05 (.17)
-.02 (.19)
.78 (.26)
-10.72 (.78)
4.62 (.77)

.21 (.10)
.15 (.03)

1.98 (.29)
.52 (.20)
.75 (1.76)
.04 (.12)
.32 (.43)
.47 (.40)
.04 (.12)
.16 (.38)
-.03 (.02)
.03 (.02)
.15 (.14)
.15 (.03)

.65 (.31)
.40 (.14)

.81 (.10)
.64 (.13)

.05 (.13)
.09 (.20)
-.035 (.02)
.03 (.01)

Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficiento-,,

Model 3

1,638.14
1,658.14
1,710.74

1,612.72
1,636.72
1,699.84

Model 4
2.49 (.20)
.66 (.17)
2.25 (.19)
.59 (.22)
1.28 (.24)
1.05 (.19)
.03 (.22)
.76 (.27)
-10.68 (.70)
4.25 (.81)
1.99 (.30)
.54 (.21)
.81 (1.87)
.05 (.18)
.35 (.46)
.43 (.39)
.04 (.12)
.18 (.40)

.85 (.14)
.67 (.12)
1,627.91
1,547.91
1,700.51

NOTE: Numberof observations= 1,422; numberof households= 171.

Table6. Tuna
Model 1

Parameters
Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento-,
Mean price coefficient/
Standarddeviationof price coefficientoMean display coefficientw
Standarddeviationof display coefficientoMean lagged price coefficient 3L
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficiento-L
Mean lagged-displaycoefficient 0L
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficiento-aL
Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficiento-a,

(Starkist)

.52 (.13)
1.12 (.13)
-16.65 (1.54)
8.76 (1.78)
2.16 (.39)
1.51 (.52)
.48 (.69)
.19 (4.13)

Model 2
.41 (.11)
.73 (.16)
-16.92 (1.62)
8.48 (1.95)
2.03 (.35)
1.48 (.42)

.47 (.20)
.20 (.52)
.05 (.10)
.15 (.42)

Model 3

Model 4

.37 (.12)
.60 (.19)
-16.76 (1.85)
9.02 (2.26)
2.17 (.29)
1.64 (.54)
.84 (.85)
.62 (5.67)
.18 (.21)
.06 (1.63)

.34 (.11)
.63 (.19)
-16.56 (1.82)
9.10 (2.27)
2.21 (.30)
1.67 (.56)
.86 (.89)
.66 (5.41)

.017 (.11)
.23 (.45)

.019 (.15)
.24 (.42)

Mean average price coefficient17
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento-

.57 (2.93)
2.73 (.74)

-1.24 (3.13)
5.34 (8.34)

Mean average display coefficient Standarddeviationof average display coefficiento-,

-.30 (.77)
.02 (5.30)

-.69 (.82)
.02 (4.28)
.70 (.11)
.30 (.20)

.51 (.09)
.21 (.20)

Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficiento,
Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC
NOTE: Numberof observations= 1,868; numberof households= 151.

846.71
856.71
884.37

828.55
842.55
881.26

804.80
722.80
872.57

.24 (.25)
.08 (1.68)

.79 (.13)
.32 (.22)
818.82
832.82
871.53
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Table7. Sugar
Parameters

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

3.72 (.31)
2.89 (.18)
2.54 (.30)
1.75 (.18)

3.81 (.33)
2.92 (.16)

3.84 (.30)
2.95 (.17)

2.62 (.32)
1.77 (.19)

2.60 (.30)
1.74 (.17)

.32 (.04)
.54 (.05)

.33 (.05)
.56 (.06)

.33 (.05)
.55 (.06)

-2.46 (.13)
2.54 (.36)
1.58 (.32)
1.78 (.27)

-2.23 (.12)
2.60 (.40)
1.66 (.30)
1.77 (.27)

-2.30 (.14)
2.59 (.37)

-.20 (.43)
.43 (.66)
.25 (.72)
.75 (.99)
.36 (.59)
.33 (.40)

-.22 (.46)
.44 (.69)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta,
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento,,

(CTL)

3.47 (.22)
3.00 (.17)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta2
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficiento,2

(EQUAL)

Mean brand-specificcoefficienta3
Standarddeviationof brandcoefficient ,a3

(American)

2.18 (.36)
1.86 (.20)
.27 (.04)
.53 (.06)

Mean price coefficientp
Standarddeviationof price coefficientoMeandisplay coefficient o
Standarddeviationof display coefficiento-,
Mean lagged price coefficient 3L
Standarddeviationof lagged price coefficientopL
Mean lagged display coefficientWL
Standarddeviationof lagged display coefficientowL

-2.25 (.14)
2.58 (.39)
1.49 (.29)
1.72 (.24)
-.34 (.34)
.59 (.56)
.34 (.53)
.59 (.88)

Mean initial-purchasecoefficientA
Standarddeviationof initial-purchasecoefficiento
Mean average price coefficientrq
Standarddeviationof average price coefficiento,
Mean average display coefficient7r
Standarddeviationof average display coefficient ,
Mean last-purchasecoefficientp
Standarddeviationof last-purchasecoefficiento,

.39 (.67)
.26 (.35)
-.26 (.22)
.14 (.20)
.56 (.43)
.41 (.30)

943.76
957.76
993.57

Log-likelihood
AIC
BIC

.59 (.48)
.82 (.73)
928.17
946.12
992.22

-.19 (.32)
.14 (.21)
-.32 (.54)
.33 (.46)
.45 (.56)
.78 (.47)
916.84
838.84
985.16

1.65 (.31)
1.77 (.26)

.26 (.77)
.79 (1.02)
.38 (.60)
.34 (.39)

.49 (.58)
.79 (.50)
923.05
941.05
987.13

NOTE: Numberof observations= 1,232; numberof households= 134.
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